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Abstract - Often practical performance of analytical redundancy prevailing not only in the system model, but also in the
for fault detection and diagnosis is decreased by uncertainties pre- measurements.
vailing not only in the system model, but also in the measurements. A fault is a malfunction in a system and may have
In this paper, the problem of fault detection is stated as a constraint
satisfaction problem over continuous domains with a big number consequences, such as economic losses derived from lower
of variables and constraints. This problem can be solved using efficiency of the system or danger to people or the environment.
Modal Interval Analysis and Consistency Techniques. Consistency Different techniques have been developed in recent years that
techniques are then shown to be particularly efficient to check
the consistency of the Analytical Redundancy Relations (ARRs), areintendedto det end dags faults. Ths echniqes
dealing with uncertain measurements and parameters. Through can be classified in different ways [1], [2]. For example, a
the work presented in this paper, it can be observed that consistency distinction can be made between model-based techniques and
techniques can be used to increase the performance of a robust techniques based on other kinds of knowledge, such as heuristic
fault detection tool, which is based on interval arithmetic. The approaches, statistical approaches, learning systems, artificial
proposed method is illustrated using a nonlinear dynamic model neural networks, etc.
of a hydraulic system.

Two research communities work on model-based techniques:
Keywords - Fault detection, Consistency, Uncertainty, Interval the FDI (Fault Detection and Isolation) community, formed by
analysis. researchers with a background in control systems engineering,

and the DX (Principles of Diagnosis) community, formed
by researchers with a background in computer science and

I. INTRODUCTION intelligent systems.

Uncertainty has been a common theme in a several fields. It The collaboration between these two communities to develop
is a term used to express that nothing is perfect in this world, at more powerful tools for fault detection and diagnosis has been

leastin the sense that we perceive it. one of the goals of the European Network of Excellence on

least perceive ~~~~~~~~Model Based Systems and Qualitative Reasoning (MONET) [3],
Considering a system it is possible to identify several sources patclBarlyothe rdg QtaskvgRoup.

of uncertainty, even both internal and environmental sources.
For instance, there is always a gap between the intrinsic Among the techniques developed by the FDI research
properties (or conditions) and the explicit knowledge about community, there are classical methods, such as state observers,
materials and machines, for that reason perfectly identical parity equations and parameter estimation [4], [5], [6], [7]. A
results according to design are never produced. On the other method to detect faults consists in comparing the behaviour of
hand, external interferences may enter the system and alter its an actual system and a model of the system. This principle is
performance and modify the output signal. called analytical redundancy. Consider an actual system or a

Thus, no matter how accurate the measurement is, it is only part of it that can be represented by a model described by the

an approximation or estimate of the true value of the specific following nonlinear discrete-time equation,
quantity subject to measurement. Never the measured valued
can be totally assured. The result of a measurement should be y(k) f(y(k-1),... ,y(k-m),u(k-1),... u(k-m),p),
considered complete only when accompanied with a quantitative (1)
statement of its uncertainty.

Often practical performance of several model-based fault where y(k) C 1k>' ... y(k -n) C IRfn are the outputs of the
detection and diagnosis techniques is decreased by uncertainties system at instants k ... k -n, f is a vector of continuous
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functions, u(k - 1) E Rn- ... u(k - m) E Rn- are the inputs at also be included in the model. This variable takes into account,
instants k - 1 ... k - m, and p C IRnp is a vector of parameters. for example, unknown inputs, unmodeled dynamics of the actual
An analytical redundancy relation (ARR) is an algebraic plant or an error due to the discretization procedure.

constraint deduced from the system model which contains only In section II, the problem of detecting faults is stated as a
measured variables. An ARR for Equation 1 is Quantified Real Constraint satisfaction problem, which can be

solved using the Modal Interval Analysis (MIA). The sliding
8(k) = 8(k), (2) time windows, which are introduced in this section, reduce the

computational effort required and improve the fault detection
where y(k) is the measured output of the system at instant k results. This method is implemented in SQualTrack, a software
and y(k) is an analytical output of the model at instant k and package to detect faults in uncertain systems, which has been
computed as applied in the European project CHEM (Advanced Decision

Support System for Chemical/Petrochemical Manufacturing
y(k) := f (y(k-1),... (k-n), u(k-1), , (k-m), p). Processes) [13] to detect faults in real processes.

(3) When interval uncertainties are considered, consistency
methods which combine interval methods and constraint

An ARR is used to check the consistency of the observations satisfaction techniques can be used to solve different problems.
with respect to the system model. Therefore, a fault is detected Constraint satisfaction techniques implement local reasoning on
when constraints to remove inconsistent values from variable domains.

In practice, the set of inconsistent values is computed by means
8(k) # 8(k), (4) of interval reasoning. In section III the alternative to use

local and global consistency techniques such as Hull and Box
or equivalently consistency, is explored. The fault detection problem is shown

like a constraint satisfaction problem and the resolution of this
r(k) y(kV) - y(kg) 0, (5) problem is performed by the solver RealPaver [14].

The aim of this paper is to show the usefulness of the
where mais called theresiual themeasurR. output k)and theconsistency methods to solve fault detection problems. The

computedmanprb e sethat themase outpu ( ad the application of approaches of consistency (using classical andcopue oupu .(kar sedo th sam beas'hoes modal intervals) iS illustrated with a hydraulic plant example and
by definition, inaccurate, i.e. it is an approximate representation Mthe obtalned results are compared. Some fault detecton results
of the system. This is the consequence of the uncertainties of the are presented in section IV. Finally, section V provides somesystem and the procedure of systems modelling,.ocuin n ulnsteftr ok

The better model used to represent the dynamic behavior
of the system, the better will be the chance of improving II ROBUST FAULT DETECTION USING INTERVALS
the reliability and performance in detection and diagnosis of
faults. However, modelling errors and disturbances in complex The model based fault detection using modal intervals,
engineering systems are unavoidable and, hence there is a need is based on the calculation of effective thresholds (adaptive
to develop robust fault diagnosis algorithms. The goal of thresholds or envelopes) to bound the uncertainty of parameters
robustness is to minimize the false and missing alarm rates due to and measurements. To compute the envelope limits, it is
the effects that modelling uncertainty and unknown disturbances necessary to compute the range of a function in a given
will have on the residuals. This can be achieved in several parameter space at each prediction step, which is very costly.
ways, e.g. by statistical data processing, averaging, or by SQualTrack [15] calculates iteratively external estimates
finding and using the most effective threshold. One way to find
effective thresholds is using intervals to bound the parameters Yex (k) D Y(k), (6)
and measurements uncertainty. In this way adaptive thresholds
(envelopes) could be obtained. of the predicted behavior from the model Y(k), so the cost is

Some interval methods have been proposed in the context heavily reduced. These estimates are closer at each iteration
of fault detection and diagnosis, e.g. [8], [9], [10], including and, after an infinite number of iterations, the exact range Y(k)
constraint propagation to solve fault detection problems [11], would be calculated, but the algorithm stops when the external
and in [12], where the problem is solved using a tool known estimate is close enough to detect the fault, thus saving much
as IntervalPeeler, based on constraint projection algorithms, 2B- computational effort for the detection of faults. However, if no
consistency, to reduce interval domains of variables without fault is detected, the algorithm will never stop. This drawback
bisections. can be overcome by using an internal estimate,

In this paper, the uncertainties associated with the system Yin(k) C Y(k), (7)
itself and with the measurements are taken into account, also
by using intervals. Through these interval techniques, another which is included in the exact envelope. If the measurement
variable such a perturbation, which is unknown but bounded can is within this envelope, then the fault, if it exists, will not be
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detected, and so the algorithm will stop iterating. The internal The number of missed alarms is reduced by using several
and external estimates of the exact envelope, which are depicted window lengths simultaneously, as a fault is detected when
in Fig. 1, define three zones. there is an inconsistency in a time window. Therefore, this

method maximizes the detection of faults and, at the same time,
minimizes the number of computations required.

The iterative computation of the external and the internal
outer zone estimations of the exact envelope is made by a branch-and-bound

R intermediate zone algorithm which is very efficient because it uses the Modal
, inner zone |Interval Analysis. As a conspicuous property, they eliminate

larger subspaces more quickly than other techniques [18]. In
/ intermediate zone this way, results of fault detection with quite less computation

- "__outer zone mass and without false alarm rate have been obtained.

III. FAULT DETECTION AS A CONSTRAINT SATISFACTION
PROBLEM

Time Many engineering problems can be formulated in a logical
Fig. 1. THE THREE ZONES DEFINED BY THE INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL form by means of some kind of first order predicate formulas:

ESTIMATES OF THE EXACT ENVELOPE. formulas with the logical quantifiers, universal and existential, a
set of real continuous functions, equalities and inequalities and

Therefore a fault is detected when the measured value is variables ranging over real interval domains.
either larger or smaller than the predicted value by the external As defined in [19], a numerical constraint satisfaction
estimate or in other words, when the output of the model is not problem is a triple CSP = (V, D, C(x)) defined by
consistent with the measured output. This assertion is expressed 1. a set of numeric variables V = {X1,... nx ,

through the logical statement, 2. a set of domains D = {D1, ... , Dn} where Di, a set of

k k eYk(k)) (k) -(k) 0) numeric values, is the domain associated with the variable
Xi,

(Vp(k) C Y(k)) (Vp(k) C Y(k)) r(k) t 0. (8) 3. a set of constraints C(x) {C (x), . . ., Cm (x)} where
a constraint Ci(x) is determined by a numeric relationThe use of the Modal Interval Analysis [16] in the fault atin, inequait inclusinet lka setiof

detection system guarantees that a fault exists when the
measurement is out of the external envelope (in the outer zone), variables under consideration.

The fault detection problem can be represented by a
so this method does not generate false alarms. If there were
false alarms, they would indicate that either the interval model constraint satisfaction problem where the set of variables is
does not represent the system adequately, or that the interval v {Pi.... .Pn,....k.-.w.-,y(k),
measurements do not represent the true values of the variables. ( -w -
On the other side, if the measurement is in the intermediate zone ui(k-w-i,. - ),...,
or in the inner zone there can be missed alarms. iun, (k-w-m ),i.in.f (k-1 )}

Actually, the consistency between the interval model and the
real process is performed using interval measurements, which the set of domains is
are obtained from the measurements taking into account the D {Pi,..., Pp, Y(k-w-n),...,Y(k),
uncertainties (noise, bias... ) of the sensors.

Any measurement belonging to a past time point can be used U1(k - w - ... Ui (k - 1),...
as initial state to compute the envelopes at the current time point. Un. (k - w -in),...: Un. (k -1) }
The time interval from this initial time point to the current one is
called time window. If the window used at each prediction step and the set of w constraints is
has always the same length, then a sliding time window is being C = {f(y(k-w),... ,(k-w-rn), u(k-w),..., fi(k-w-m), p) -
considered [17]. -0-w+i)

Then, for a window of length w, in accordance with Equation f(nk-T+p)k0.' '~~~~~~~~~~~~~~fQy(k:-1). ,(k:-r), f(k:-1). ,u(k:-m), p) -y(k:) =}.
8, a system is faulty if

(Vp(k) C Y(k))(Vp(k) C Y(k k-w)) y(k k-w)-P(k) :4O, Consistency techniques can be used to contract the domains
(9) of the variables involved [20], [21], [22] removing inconsistent

where, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~values.In particular for the fault detection application, they are
' ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~usedto guarantee that the model of a residual is inconsistent

y(k k-w)= f(y(k-w),ui(k-l),. ..,ui(k-w),p) (10) when there is no solution. The algorithms that are based
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on consistency techniques are actually "branch and prune" T2 as the input, and controls a valve, V1, which regulates the
algorithms, i.e., algorithms that can be defined as an iteration flow of water to Ti.
of two steps [20]:

1. Pruning the search space by reducing the intervals
associated with the variables until a given consistency B. Model equations
property is satisfied.

2. Generating subproblems by splitting the domains of a
variable The system is described by the elementary analytical relations

Most interval constraint solvers are based on either hull- (EAR) shown in Table I.
consistency (also called 2B-consistency) or box-consistency (or
a variation of these ones) [21]. Box-consistency tackles the TABLE I.
problem of hull-consistency for variables with many ocurrences ELEMENTARY ANALYTICAL RELATIONS OF THE TWO COUPLED TANKS
in a constraint. The aforementioned techniques are said to be SYSTEM
local: each reduction is applied over one domain with respect
to one constraint. Better pruning of the variable domains may Elementary Relations Component
be achieved if complementary to a local property, some global (a) q, = ku3 Valve
properties are also enforced on the overall constraint set. (b) S1 d1 = qc - qsi Upper tank

In this paper, a solution of the fault detection CSP is (c) qsl=ksix1 + 11 Output pipe upper tank
performed by the solver RealPaver [14]. Algorithm BC4 (a (d) S2 dX2 =qsl - qs2 Lower tank
combination of hull consistency and box consistency), and (e) qs2=k2 12 + 12 Output pipe lower tank
a strong technique, called weak-3B consistency, are used in (f) i = u D/A converter
Section IV. (g) Fi = xi x1 sensor

(h) F2 = 12 12 sensor
IV. APPLICATION EXAMPLE: TWO COUPLED WATER TANKS

A. System description The terms qW, qsl and qs2 denote the volumetric flows, x1 and
12 are the heights of the water in tanks Ti and T2, respectively,

A well-known dynamical example of a system based on two and u is the output signal of the controller. The variables u,
coupled water tanks (as in [10] but with nonlinear equations) will qv, qsl, qs2, x1, and 12 are unknown, ii, zF, and sF2 are known
be used to explain the obtainment of additional information from variables obtained from sensors, and k, ksl, ks2, Si, S2, 11 and
the model for diagnostic reasoning. Fig. 2 shows a schematic 12 are the constant parameters of the system.
drawing of the system. All the variables and parameters are considered as intervals

for the consistency test using SQualTrack and RealPaver. The
VI intervals for the measurements include the accuracy error and the

noise level, and for the parameters, they were estimated using a
u lqv strong consistency technique with data in a fault free scenario.

The faults considered, are sensor faults, actuator faults and
x process faults (leakages and clogging in the output pipes of Ti

and T2).

C. Consistency-based diagnosis

Two analytical redundancy relations were obtained with the
structural analysis, which are minimal with respect to the set of
constraints used in the model, (11) and (12).

I | I; qs2 ~~rl =fi(k:)- aT(k:-1) + S- (-ki (k:-1)3 + k8l /1f(k:-1)±+l)
(11)

Fig. 2. DIAGRAM OF THE COUPLED WATER TANKS SYSTEM. r X=2 (k) - 2 (k-i) +r +-f(k-,fsAj(k-1)
T

+lki(k +k,s I -x-(k1+l I) (12)

The system is composed of two tanks, Ti and T2, a valve, ±~&s1 ik)l k2 2k)1) (2
V1, and a controller, RI1, which receives the current level of
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D. Simulation results
not a consistent region of parameters when the fault is detected.

In this section two faulty scenarios are considered, (i) a fault Fig. 4 shows the output envelope measured (solid black line) is
(bias) in the level sensor x1, and (ii), a leakage fault in the out of the external envelope calculated (dashed red line) when
tank Ti. The fault detection results obtained by using the BC4 the fault is detected. The internal envelope calculated, is the
algorithm and Weak-3B consistency technique, are similar. So green dotted line.
afterwards, SQualTrack and Weak-3B consistency technique are
compared. In Fig. 5 and 6, obtained results in the case of leakage

In Fig. 3 and 4, obtained results in the case of bias are shown. are shown. The leakage begins at sample 400 and is detected
The fault in the sensor begins at sample 300 and is detected at at sample 411 using a window length 25. The fault detection
sample 301 using a window length 5. The fault detection alarm alarm is turned on by the Weak-3B consistency technique. Fig.
is turned on by both the Weak-3B consistency technique and 5 shows how the consistency region of parameters starts to
SQualTrack in a simultaneous way. Fig. 3 shows that, there is disappear when the fault occurs.
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In order to represent parameter and measurement uncertain- [5] J. Chen and R.J. Patton, Robust model-basedfault diagnosisfor dynamic
ties explicitly, a special case presented in this paper, is when they systems, Kluwer, 1998.ties explicitly, a special case presented in this paper, iS when they [6] J. J. Gertler, Fault Detection and Diagnosis in Engineering Systems,
can be handled by means of interval models in which, the true Marcel Dekker, 1998.
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